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Non-assembly mechanisms (NAMs) have potentials to replace 

manual assembly of complex systems, which can be a demanding and time-

consuming process. However, as NAMs are fabricated by utilizing additive 

manufacturing technologies, joint clearance must exist between moving parts 

of the fabricated NAMs, which causes inaccurate motions. In this thesis, a 

novel approach of utilizing 4D printing technology for minimizing joint 

clearance of NAMs is developed. First, a modified rolling contact joint is 

designed, which consists of rolling bodies and connecting element; as the 

proposed joint moves within its range of motion, connecting element, which 

is in a thin beam shape, is bent. Then, utilizing shape memory effect of 3D-
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printed shape memory polymer, connecting element makes shape change to 

minimize joint clearance. With aforementioned designs, proposed NAM is 

fabricated with fused deposition modeling (FDM) type 3D printer with initial 

joint clearance and minimize its joint clearance when exposed to heat. 

Proposed NAM is able to show that it can replace conventional manual 

assembly process within 10 minutes of heating and cooling. For validation, 

joint clearance of the proposed NAM is measured. Negative 20 microns of 

joint clearance is measured as rolling bodies of the proposed joint make 

contact with each other. Moreover, for connecting element to meet the 

thickness requirement even after shape change, correlation between change in 

length and change in thickness of a connecting element is analyzed. The 

correlation enables proper design of the connecting element’s dimension 

considering shape change so that facture of the connecting element can be 

prevented as the proposed joint moves within its range of motion. Therefore, 

proposed NAM has potentials to exhibit more accurate motions compared to 

conventional NAM with zero clearance and to eventually be utilized in 

various engineering applications.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

It is quite a challenging process to fabricate a system with complex 

geometry and multiple moving components. In traditional manufacturing, 

such fabrications are done by manual assembly of produced individual 

components. However, it requires skilled personnel for proper assembly of a 

system. Depending on the level of complexity, manual assembly can also be a 

time-consuming process. Moreover, due to human factors, mechanical 

properties of joints and components can be different from each assembly, 

resulting in inconsistent performances of a system. For these reasons, 

fabrication of a complex and multi-articulated system without assembly is 

very appealing approach. Therefore, from early 2000s, researchers have been 

investigating mechanisms that can be fabricated without assembly which are 

called non-assembly mechanisms (NAMs) [1]. 

To realize NAMs, many researchers have adopted additive 

manufacturing (AM) technology, also known as 3D printing technology, as 

means of fabrication. Additive manufacturing has capabilities to fabricate 

complex geometries which are extremely difficult for conventional machining 

or injection molding. Mavroidis et al. in 2001 was the first to realize non-

assembly mechanisms by fabricating revolute, prismatic, and universal joints 

without post assembly using selective laser sintering (SLS) and 
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stereolithography (SLA) processes [1]. Many other researchers have utilized 

SLS and SLA processes due to high resolution of fabricated mechanism [1]–

[3]. Material jetting process, which is known to have highest resolution of 

current AM processes, was also used to fabricate NAM [4], [5]. Recently, 

NAM using selective laser melting (SLM) is actively investigated due to 

superior mechanical properties of metallic materials over polymeric materials 

[6]–[8]. 

However, existing NAMs have some drawbacks when utilizing 

additive manufacturing technology. One of the most important issues of 

current NAMs is joint clearance. During fabrication using additive 

manufacturing technology, there must exist joint clearance to avoid 

independent bodies of a system being fabricated as a single body. Although 

researchers have been exploring different methods to minimize joint clearance 

in articulated systems, it is reported that the minimum achievable joint 

clearance in current NAMs is 0.1 mm [9], [10]. Such joint clearances can 

generate undesired motions from positional errors and vibrations which are 

not suitable in engineering applications that require accurate motion. 

  In this thesis, a novel approach of minimizing joint clearance in a 

NAM is proposed. To minimize joint clearance without assembly, 4D printing 

technology is adopted since it has capability to make shape change by applied 

pre-strain in shape memory polymers [11]–[13]. Therefore, by applying 4D 
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printing technology, more accurate motions can be realized compared to 

conventional NAMs. 

First, appropriate joint and shape changing designs for effective joint 

clearance minimization are proposed. Then, performance of the proposed 

NAM is defined. Next, fabrication process and its details are demonstrated in 

the following section, Experiments are followed to support the effectiveness 

of the proposed NAM. Lastly, this paper is concluded with discussion and 

summary about the thesis. 
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Chapter 2. Design 

2.1 Joint Design 

A proposed joint design in this thesis is shown in Figure 2-1 (b). The 

overall joint design was inspired by rolling contact joints (RCJ) [14]–[16]. 

However, since they are not designed to undergo a shape change and are 

complicated to be fabricated using FDM, RCJ has been modified as shown in 

Figure 2-1 (a). A major difference between the proposed joint and the 

conventional RCJ is that the S-shape connecting element of the RCJ is 

modified to a thin beam shape for ease of fabrication. The proposed joint is 

composed of rolling bodies and connecting element. After fabrication, the 

connecting element linearly contracts in axial direction to minimize the joint 

clearance. When the joint moves within its range of motion (ROM), the 

rolling bodies roll on each other’s contact surfaces and the connecting element 

is bent accordingly. 
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Figure 2-1. Proposed joint design is inspired by Compliant Rolling Contact 

Element (CORE) a) and is modified to be suitable for NAM and 4D 

printing b). 

 

While many conventional NAMs are composed of typical revolute 

joints, the proposed NAM is based on modified RCJs. This specific joint 
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design is chosen because it is much easier to fit a proposed joint than a 

conventional revolute joint when utilizing shape change of 4D printing 

technology. When fitting two independent bodies, surface should be making 

contact to each other. The difficulty of fitting is dependent on area and 

geometry of surface making contact. In case of a pin-hole joint, whole outer 

surface of the pin should be making contact with inner surface of the hole. 

However, in case of the proposed joint design, two rolling bodies theoretically 

make contact with each other in a line when fitted. Since the contact area of 

the proposed joint is much smaller than that of a typical pin-hole joint, it can 

be concluded that the proposed joint require much simpler fitting compared 

to a typical pin-hole joint. Moreover, due to surface roughness of objects 

fabricated with additive manufacturing, friction is induced when a typical 

revolute joint moves [17]. Therefore, even if a pin-hole joint is tightly fitted 

after shape changing, friction will make the joint movement inefficient. On 

the other hand, friction is not involved during movement of RCJs; therefore, 

surface roughness issue of additive manufacturing technology does not affect 

efficient movements of RCJ joints. 

 

2.1.1 Rolling Bodies 

 Rolling bodies of the joint play an important role in creating a 

desired motion. Especially, contact surface design is critical in enabling the 

connecting element to be deformed within its material’s elastic region without 
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plastic deformation or fracture. A typical RCJ’s contact surface has a shape 

of a circle. However, circular contact surface is undesirable in case of the 

proposed design since the connecting element will be intensively bent at the 

rotational center of the circular bodies. This intensive bending may cause 

fracture and plastic deformation of the connecting element. To ensure elastic 

bending of the connecting element within the ROM of the proposed joint, 

involute curve contact surface is designed with following parametric equations 

as it is defined in Equations 2-1 and 2-2. 

 

x = r ∗  (cos(θ) +  θ ∗ sin(θ))              (Eq. 2-1) 

y = r ∗  (sin(θ)  −  θ ∗ cos(θ))             (Eq. 2-2) 

 

where θ denotes angle that is half of the proposed joint’s ROM and r is the 

radius of the reference circle from involute curve contact surface, which is 

shown in Figure 2-2. The radius of the reference circle not only determine the 

length of a connecting element but also overall size of the proposed joint 

module.  
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Figure 2-2. Radius of the reference circle from involute curve contact 

surface determines the length of a connecting element and overall size of the 

proposed joint 

 

In addition to involute curve contact surface, a gear is inserted onto 

the contact surface of bodies of joints. It is not designed to work as a force 

transmission but as a mechanical stopper to prevent derailment of the rolling 

bodies. Although contact between the rolling bodies prevents slippage during 

movements, it is still vulnerable to slippage when exposed to large external 

force that are not in the direction of desired motion. Since the gear is not 

meant to work as a force transmission, its backlash is not considered in this 

thesis. And also to accelerate the time consumed in design process, a simple 

sinusoidal curve is implemented to construct gears. 
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2.1.2 Connecting Element 

 As shown in Figure 1 b), the connecting element has a shape of a thin 

beam in order to be easily bent as the joint moves within its ROM. As 

previously mentioned, the connecting element should be designed so that it 

should be deformed within its elastic region during joint movements. 

Therefore, dimension such as length and thickness and the material’s 

mechanical properties play important roles in connecting element design.  

Assuming the maximum range of motion of the joint is 120 degrees, 

the maximum allowable thickness is calculated using Equation 2-3.  

 

tmax = 2 ∗ r ∗ ε                       (Eq. 2-3) 

 

where t is the maximum thickness of the connecting element, r is the radius 

of bending which is defined by the involute curve, and ε is the elongation at 

yield of the material used to fabricate the connecting element. 

Since the connecting element undergoes a shape change, it is critical 

to properly design it so that it meets the aforementioned thickness 

requirements both before and after shape change. As there is little to no data 

to refer to when predicting the shape change behavior of SMP materials, 

relationship among changes in dimension of a printed SMP will be empirically 

obtained in a later section. 
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2.2 Joint Clearance Minimization Design 

To make shape change of the connecting element so that it can 

minimize joint clearance of the proposed NAM, 4D printing is used. 4D 

printing, by definition, enables shape change over time when external stimulus 

such as heat is applied [18]–[21]. Many 4D printing researchers utilizes shape 

memory polymers (SMPs) which exhibit shape memory effect (SME). SME is 

a phenomenon where a SMP recovers to its permanent shape from temporary 

of deformed shape when heat above a certain temperature called glass 

transition temperature (𝑇𝑔) [22]. 

The proposed NAM should be printed with clearance and minimize 

its clearance when exposed to an external stimulus. Since the proposed NAM 

after SME activation should be its permanent shape, it should be printed as 

temporary or deformed shape. Therefore, FDM-type 4D printing, in which 

an object is printed as temporary shape by inducing pre-strain during printing, 

is utilized in this research. 

Overall SME procedure is shown in Figure 2-3. As a SMP filament 

for printing the connecting element is extruded on top of the build plate or 

another material, pre-strain is applied. Filament is then cooled as pre-

strained at a room temperature. After printing is finished, it is exposed upon 

at a certain temperature that is higher than 𝑇𝑔 of the SMP in order to activate 

SME. Due to applied pre-strain, SMP recovers to its permanent shape.  
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Figure 2-3. In 4D printing, SMP filament is extruded with pre-strain at its 

melting temperature a) and cooled at room temperature b). During SME 

activation, filament is heated above its glass transition temperature as it 

recovers to its permanent shape c). 

 

2.2.1 Shape Memory Effect of Connecting Element 

Pre-strain induced during printing should be carefully programmed 

to utilize SME for minimizing joint clearance of the proposed NAM. 

Considering the shape of the connecting element, which is a thin beam, the 

connecting element should linearly contract in axial direction in order to 

minimize the joint clearance of the proposed NAM. When programming SME 

behavior, printing conditions play important roles. They include extruder 

nozzle speed, nozzle movement direction, printing temperature, and build 

plate temperature. These printing conditions can be controlled using a slicer 

program which generates a G-code file from a 3D CAD model; CURA is 

used in this thesis.  
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In typical FDM 3D printing, parameters like printing temperature and 

nozzle movement are varied by layer to minimize printing failures such as 

warping. However, in 4D printing, such variations would affect desired SME 

behavior of the printed object. Extruder nozzle speed is one of the main factors 

that determines contraction ratio, or recovery ratio, of the printed SMP 

filament. Therefore, the printing speed remains constant at all printing layers 

for linear contraction. Printing temperature also contributes recovery ratio, so 

it has to stay constant at all layers as well. Nozzle movement direction should 

always be parallel with SMP recovery direction as shown in the Figure 2-4. 

Build plate temperature remain constant at a temperature lower than SMP’s 

glass transition temperature so that it would not affect SME behavior of the 

SMP.  

 

Figure 2-4. Description of nozzle movement direction when fabricating a 

connecting element for linear contraction during SME activation 
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While printing conditions of SMP for the connecting element are established, 

other conditions should be considered to fabricate the connecting element and 

the rolling bodies at the same time. The most critical requirement for the 

rolling bodies’ material is that it should not be deformed when the printed 

NAM is exposed to heat for joint SME activation. Therefore, material for the 

rolling bodies should have its glass transitional temperature higher than that 

of a SMP for the connecting element. Details about the material selection will 

be presented in later section. 

 

2.3 Performance of the Proposed NAM 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed NAM, two 

criteria have been defined; motion accuracy and joint robustness. Definition 

of each criterion will be explained in following sections. Evaluation of the 

criteria will be performed either theoretically or experimentally in later 

sections.  

 

2.3.1 Motion Accuracy 

Joint clearance plays an important role in determining accuracy of 

the NAM joint movement. Therefore, joint clearance should be clearly defined 

before analyzing motion accuracy of the proposed NAM. In this thesis joint 

clearance is defined as equal to overall module length subtracted by length of 

two rolling bodies. Desired value for the joint clearance is equal or less than 
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zero since the value means that two rolling bodies are making contact with 

each other. 

Accuracy can be measured using the positional error induced by the 

joint clearance. A positional error at the distal end of a serial mechanism with 

modified RCJs and revolute joint can be defined as Equation 2-4 and 2-5, 

 

E𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 = 𝑁 ∗ 𝑐                    (Eq. 2-4) 

  E𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 = 2 ∗ 𝑁 ∗ 𝑐                  (Eq. 2-5) 

 

where E𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 and E𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 are the positional error at the distal end of a 

serial mechanism with proposed joints and conventional revolute joints, 

respectively, n is the number of proposed joints in a serial mechanism, and c 

is the joint clearance. Positional error of a joint with negative clearance can 

be assumed to be 0 since independent bodies of a joint is making contact with 

each other. 

From the calculated positional error, motion accuracy of a NAM can 

be evaluated. In a later section, motion accuracies of the proposed NAMs 

before and after clearance minimization will be compared. 
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3. Fabrication 

3.1 Instrument 

Instruments used in this thesis are shown in Figure 3-1. 3D printer 

used in this thesis is Ultimaker 3 from Ultimaker, which is a FDM-type 3D 

printer that has two extruders. Dual extrusion is required in order to which 

can be utilized as the proposed joint should be fabricated with two different 

materials, one for the rolling bodies and one for the connecting element.  

As a heat source, hot water tank is used. There are other instruments 

that can apply heat to the proposed joint such as Joule heating or heat 

chamber. However, considering uniform heat conduction and compatibility 

with shape changing phenomenon, hot water tank is chosen. Temperature of 

water is controlled by water heater and is monitored by an additional 

thermometer. 

 

Figure 3-1. Ultimaker 3 and hot water tank set-up for proposed NAM 

fabrication. 
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3.2 Material Selection 

Appropriate material choice is critical for realization of the NAM 

proposed in this thesis; therefore, a variety of materials is tested in order to 

find optimal materials as the list of them are shown in Figure 3-2. As 

mentioned in previous sections, the connecting element should be printed with 

SMP filament. Also, material for the rolling bodies should have higher 𝑇𝑔 

than SMP for the connecting element. Other trivial printing conditions include 

compatibility with Ultimaker 3, printability, and hydrophobicity of materials 

to be used.  Considering these conditions, PLA filament from Ultimaker and 

High Temper copolyester (HT) from ColorFabb are chosen as the materials 

for the connecting element and rolling bodies, respectively.  

 

Figure 3-2. A list of available FDM materials and their glass transition 

temperatures to find proper materials that have sufficient difference in their 

glass temperatures. 
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3.3 Fabrication Procedure 

Overall fabrication process is demonstrated in Figure 3-3. First, the 

NAM model is designed using SolidWorks. Then, using slicer program called 

CURA, a G-code file is created from the model file. Printing parameters such 

as extruder movement speed and printing temperature are controlled so that 

the printed connecting element can linearly contracted upon heat and 

eventually minimize joint clearance. With the modified G-code file, Ultimaker 

3 prints the NAM. After printing, support structure is removed from the NAM. 

Then, the NAM is put into hot water tank for 2 minutes. Water temperature 

is controlled to be constant at a temperature that is higher than 𝑇𝑔 of the 

connecting element material and lower than 𝑇𝑔 of the rolling body’s material. 

Lastly, the NAM is taken out from the hot water tank and is cooled for 10 

minutes in room temperature to be used. 

Table 3-1 shows printing conditions required for printing connecting 

element with PLA and rolling bodies with HT. Using these conditions, a joint 

module is fabricated as shown in Figure 3-4. Overall dimensions of the joint 

module are 30 mm in length, 15 mm in width, and 14 mm in height. Thickness 

of the connecting element is design to be 0.3 mm thick and 20 mm long 

initially. From an initial clearance of 0.5 mm, the joint module was able to 

minimize its clearance as shown in the figure. The maximum ROM is designed 

to be 120 degrees, and the fabricated joint module was able to move within 

its ROM and return back to its neutral position. Figure 3-5 shows different 
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sizes of joint modules that can be fabricate using aforementioned procedure 

and conditions. 

 

 

Figure 3-3. Overall fabrication procedure of the proposed NAM. 

After modeling, printing, and support removal, heating and cooling are 

followed for clearance minimization. 
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Table 3-1. Important printing conditions in fabricating the proposed NAM. 

Printing Temperature: HT 255 ℃ 

Printing Temperature: PLA 210 ℃ 

Build Plate Temperature 40 ℃ 

Extruder Nozzle Diameter 0.4 mm 

Printing Speed: PLA 0.35 mm 

Line Width 0.23 mm 

Layer Height 0.1 mm 

Build Plate Adhesion BuildTak 3D Printing Surface 

Cooling Fan Off 

SME Activation Temperature 80 – 85 ℃ 

SME Activation Time 2 Minutes 

 

 

Figure 3-4. Joint module before clearance minimization (left), and after 

clearance minimization (middle), and its maximum ROM of 120 degrees. 

(right) 
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Figure 3-5. Different sizes of the proposed joints that can be fabricated and 

a coin for size comparison  
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4. Experiments and Results 

4.1 Joint Clearance Minimization and Motion Accuracy 

Joint clearance is measured in order to assess effectiveness of the 

proposed NAM. Direct measurement of clearance is quite challenging since 

the clearance is in the unit of microns, making it hard to be measured directly. 

Therefore, clearance calculated by measuring length of each rolling bodies and 

overall length of the NAM with a digital Vernier caliper with its resolution of 

10 microns. First, overall length of the joint module is measured as it is printed. 

After removal of support material, length of each rolling bodies are measured. 

By subtracting each body length from overall length of the NAM, initial 

clearance is measured.  

Then, the NAM is put into hot water that ranges from 85 to 80 

degrees Celsius for clearance minimization for 2 minutes and cooled for 10 

minutes in room temperature. Overall length of the NAM and each rolling 

bodies are re-measured to calculated final clearance of the NAM. 

Specimen used in joint clearance test is shown in Figure 4-1. Overall 

dimensions are 30 mm in length, 10 mm in width, and 5 mm in thickness as 

dimensions of a connecting element are 20 mm in length. 3.7 mm in width, 

and 0.4 mm in thickness. Initial joint clearance is designed to be 0.5 mm, but 

actual initial joint clearance is measured to be 0.34 mm in average. With total 

of 12 specimens, final joint clearance of negative 31 microns are measured, 

which is shown in Figure 4-2. 
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Figure 4-1. Specimen used for clearance minimization test 

 

 

Figure 4-2. Clearance measurements of 12 specimens for clearance 

minimization test. 

 

Negative joint clearance would mean an interference fit in typical 

engineering fits; however, in this thesis, negative value is assumed to be due 

to uneven surface of 3D printed object as shown in Figure 4-3. Tolerance of 
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digital calipers and human error in measurement may contribute to the 

negative joint clearance as well.  

 

 

Figure 4-3. Effect of bumpy surface induced by FDM-type 3D printing on 

negative clearance measurement a) and microscopic view of surfaces of the 

proposed joint module b). 

 

The same joint clearance measurements are done with actual joint 

module proposed in this thesis, which is shown in Figure 4-4. The dimensions 

of joint module are 30 mm in length, 15 mm in width and 14 mm in thickness 

while dimensions of the connecting element are 20 mm in length, 4.4 mm in 
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width, and 0.4 mm in thickness. With total of 8 joint modules, joint clearance 

in average is reduced from 0.37 mm to negative 20 microns after Clearance 

minimization, which is shown in Figure 4-5. Therefore, it can be assumed 

that the two rolling bodies are making contact with each other after clearance 

minimization. 

 

 

Figure 4-4. Joint module used for joint clearance minimization and its 

difference before and after clearance minimization. 
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Figure 4-5. Clearance measurements of 8 joint modules 

 

The difference in final joint clearance between joint modules and 

aforementioned specimen may have arisen from complex contact surface and 

gears of the rolling bodies of the proposed NAM. 

From final joint clearance measurements, positional error can be 

calculated, using Equation 4 and 5. A system with three serial joints is assumed 

for calculation of positional error in this section. Before clearance 

minimization, a positional error of the proposed joint module is 1.11 mm with 

the joint clearance of 0.37 mm. After clearance minimization, final clearance 

of the joint module is calculated to be 0 mm. In terms of positional error, 

proposed joints with negative final clearance is assumed to have zero 

positional error as mentioned in an earlier section. While conventional NAMs 

would have a minimum positional error of 0.6 mm with minimum joint 

clearances of 0.1 mm, zero positional error of the proposed joint can enhance 

the motion accuracy of NAMs.  

 

4.2 Dimensional Change Measurement 

 The connecting element’s dimensions before and after Clearance 

minimization are measured to find out any correlation among change in 

thickness, length, or width. Specimens are shown in Figure 4-6; three sets of 

12 specimens are 3D printed with PLA filament. Width and thickness are same 
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for all specimen, 10 mm and 2 mm, respectively. Lengths of the specimen are 

varied as 15 mm, 30 mm, and 45 mm. Extruder nozzle speed is set to 20 mm/s 

and printing temperature is 210 ℃. All specimens are put into hot water at a 

temperature from 80 to 85 ℃, for two minutes. Dimensions are measured 

with a digital caliper that has 0.01 mm resolution.  
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Figure 4-6. Three sets of 12 specimens for dimensional change test with 

length of 15mm, 30mm, and 45 mm. 

 

 Figure 4-7 shows changes in dimension for each set of PLA specimen. 

All specimen show contraction in length as programmed at an average of 8.3 % 

contraction of their original length. While change in width has little to no 

change, ranging ± 1% of their original width, thickness of all three sets of 

specimen increase from 8 to 22% of its original thickness.  
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Figure 4-7. Dimensional changes measurements for the specimen that have 

length of a) 15 mm, b) 30 mm, c) 45 mm 

 

 To be able to predict change in thickness from change in length of the 

connecting element, correlation between change in length and change in 

thickness of PLA filaments is analyzed as shown in Figure 4-8. The linear 

correlation can be expressed in Equation 4-1. 

 

∆𝑡 = −2.18 ∗ ∆𝑙 − 3.22                (Eq. 4-1) 

 

where ∆𝑡  is change in thickness and  ∆𝑙  is change in length. Actual 

measurements of change in dimensions does not exactly match the linear 
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correlation defined in Equation 4-1 with R2 value of 0.76. An error of ±1.5 % 

occurred between the actual measurements and the linear correlation. 

This relationship should be considered for proper designing the 

thickness of the connecting element so that it does not exceed the maximum 

thickness defined by Equation 2-3 even after clearance minimization.  

 

 

Figure 4-8. Relationship between change in length and change in thickness 

of the specimens printed with a PLA filament. 
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5. Conclusion 

As an application, a three-fingered gripper is designed and fabricated 

as shown in Figure 5-1. The gripper module is consisted of two serial 

mechanisms with three joint modules and one with two joint modules. The 

gripper before clearance minimization exhibit joint derailment due to external 

force while the gripper after clearance minimization exhibit no joint 

derailment upon external force.  

 

 

Figure 5-1. Gripper module CAD Model a) and the prototype before 

clearance minimization which exhibit joint derailment b) and after 

Clearance minimization without joint derailment to external forces c). 
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Wires are inserted through designed holes to be working as a gripper, 

and fabricated NAM is able to grasp objects in different sizes, as shown in 

Figure 5-2. Although it is required to conduct performance verification 

experiments on this application, it shows feasibility of the proposed NAM, 

even with a serial mechanism.  

 

Figure 5-2. Gripper prototype showing its grasping ability with cylindrical 

objects in different sizes. 

 

In this thesis, a novel fabrication method of NAM using 4D printing 

technology is proposed. A modified RCJ design, which enables simple joint 

clearance minimization and easy fabrication of a joint in a NAM, is proposed. 

Using 4D printing technology, joint clearance is minimized by applying heat. 

As a result, average clearance of negative 20 microns is achieved after 

clearance minimization of the connecting element. Such value of clearances 

can effectively decrease positional error in NAMs, consequently increasing 
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motion accuracy of the NAMs. Correlation between change in thickness and 

length of the connecting element is found so that thickness of connecting 

element does not exceed the maximum allowable thickness even after shape 

change due to clearance minimization. Therefore, the proposed NAM shows 

potential that it can be applied in engineering fields where requires precise and 

accurate motion. 

While this thesis presents a novel approach of fabricating a NAM for 

zero clearance and shows feasibility as the NAM, deeper understanding of the 

proposed NAM should be followed. For the future work, experiments such 

as dynamic loading and bending stiffness of fabricated connecting element 

should be followed in order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed NAM. 

In this thesis, PLA and high temperature co-polyester filaments are 

used for fabricating the connecting element and the rolling bodies, respectively. 

However, it is not limited to these materials to fabricate the proposed concept 

of NAM. Further investigation on material combination should be followed 

for wider range of designable joint properties. As additive manufacturing 

technology is expected to improve, more materials will be compatible with 

FDM-type 3D printers. Although they are not the best fit in terms of printing 

resolution, FDM-type 3D printers are more affordable and have wider 

choices of materials, compared to other additive manufacturing technologies. 

Extrusion of more than two materials will greatly enhance the capabilities of 

the proposed NAM. Support materials enable more complex designs to be 
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printed, conductive filaments can be used as integrated sensors, and other 

smart materials can be used to fabricate actuation sources in a NAM. 

Therefore, printing with multiple materials will enable fabrication of a NAM 

with integrated sensors and actuators. 
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국문초록 

 

적층제조 방식에서 4D 프린팅 기술을  

활용한 비조립 메커니즘의 개발 

 

 박 종 후 

기계항공공학부 

석사과정 

서울대학교 

 

 

비조립 메커니즘은 기존의 수작업으로 이루어지던 복잡한 시스템의 

조립 과정을 대체할 수 있어 제조 방식의 새로운 방향성을 제시한다. 

그러나, 비조립 메커니즘이 적층제조방식을 활용하여 제작될 때, 관절 구조 

사이의 유격이 존재할 수 밖에 없으며, 이는 메커니즘의 정밀하지 못한 

거동을 초래하게 된다. 본 학위 논문에서는, 4D 프린팅 기술을 활용하여 

관절 구조의 유격을 최소화하는 새로운 방법을 제시한다. 먼저 

굴림접촉관절에서 모티브를 얻어, 얇은 빔 형태의 connecting element 가 

구르며 접촉하는 rolling bodies 를 이어주고 connecting element 가 굽어지며 

관절이 움직이는 관절 구조 설계를 제시한다. 그리고, 3D 프린터에 사용되는 

형상기억수지의 형상기억효과를 활용하여, 적층제조 이후 connecting 

element 의 변형을 통해 관절 구조의 유격을 최소화한다. 이와 같은 설계를 

바탕으로 FDM 방식의 3D 프린터로 비조립 메커니즘을 제작하였고, 열에 
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노출시킴으로 형상기억효과를 활성화하여 관절 구조의 유격을 최소화하였다. 

제시된 비조립 메커니즘은 10 분 미만의 가열과 냉각을 통해 기존의 수조립 

과정을 대체할 수 있음을 확인하였다. 제시된 메커니즘의 검증을 위해 

관절구조사이의 간격을 측정하였고, 평균 -20 microns 의 유격으로 

관절구조가 접촉을 이루는 것을 확인하였다. 또한 형상기억수지의 변형 

이후에도 connecting element 의 두께가 설계요구조건에 부합하도록 길이와 

두께의 치수 변화 사이의 상관관계를 파악하였다. 이러한 상관관계를 통해, 

제시된 비조립 메커니즘의 connecting element 가 두께 변화 이후 굽어질 

때에도 파단이 일어나지 않도록 하는 설계가 가능함을 보여주었다. 따라서 

본 학위논문은 0 에 가까운 유격을 통한 비조립 메커니즘의 보다 정밀한 

거동과 이를 통한 공학적 적용의 가능성을 제시한다. 

 

…………………………………… 

주요어 : 비조립메커니즘, 4D 프린팅, 적층제조, 굴림접촉관절 

학 번 : 2017-24700 
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